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The Economic Journal, 96 (June 1986), 514-524 

Printed in Great Britain 

DOES THE LAW OF SUPPLY HOLD UNDER 
UNCERTAINTY? * 

Richard E. Just and David Zilberman 

A widely held conjecture of economists is that the quantity supplied by price- 
taking producers increases with an increase in output price (law of supply). This 
cornerstone of economics has been proven repeatedly with many techniques 
under many different sets of assumptions and is found in all textbooks on principles 
of economics. Most of these proofs assume full certainty of production relation- 
ships, single-product technology, and/or risk neutrality. In a world of un- 
certainty, one of the most crucial aspects of economic behaviour is risk aversion. 
With risk aversion, diversification is a basic response to economic uncertainty. 
Thus, models of producer behaviour under uncertainty need to consider multi- 
output technology where diversification is a possibility. 

This paper points out that the widely held 'law of supply' may fail when these 
generalities (risky multioutput production with risk aversion) are introduced 
simultaneously where diversification is also affected by a capacity constraint in 
production. Conditions are developed under which the law fails (holds). The 
peculiar result occurs because increasing price can increase profit risk more than 
proportionally while expected profit increases proportionally. This relative 
increase in risk causes a tendency to shift production capacity into an alternative 
activity. The first section introduces a model of production under uncertainty. 
The second section analyses the behaviour of supply in the special case of 
additive production risk without price risk. The third section shows that similar 
problems can be encountered with other cases as well. Empirical examples, 
which demonstrate relevance of the results, are also given. 

I. THE PRODUCTION MODEL WITH UNCERTAINTY 

Consider a single firm with two production activities and with a joint limitation 
on production capacity. Suppose, for simplicity, that the output of each tech- 
nology follows constant (stochastic) returns to scale and that the production 
function for each activity has one variable input. Specifically, let qi = ciyi and 
ri = piyi - wixi) where qi is the output of activity i, ci is plant capacity allocated 
to activity i, yi is the output of activity i per unit of plant capacity allocated to it, 
Ti is (short-run) profit or quasi rent per unit of plant capacity allocated to 

activity i, xi is the quantity of the relevant variable input utilised per unit of 
capacity allocated to activity i, and wi is the corresponding input price. Both 
output price and output quantity per unit of plant capacity may be stochastic 

* The authors wish to thank an anonymous referee and an associate editor of this JOURNAL for 
comments that helped to improve and generalise this paper. This paper was completed under the 
auspices of the BARD Project No. 1-509-82. 
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[JUNE I986] THE LAW OF SUPPLY AND UNCERTAINTY 5I5 

representing producer uncertainty about production and market conditions. 
Thus, profitability of production activities is uncertain. Specifically, suppose the 
first two moments of the joint distribution are denoted by 

E(ri) - 
(ffi) cov(1ri) 

- 
( 2 P&)iW2) > 0. 

n2 W2 Mo (e)1'2 (t2 

The jointness in production is due to a physical capacity constraint which, 
without loss of generality, is represented as c1 +C2 = I (see Pfouts, I96I, for a 
similar concept ofjointness in production). 

Note that this model formulation is quite common particularly in agricultural 
problems. The capacity variables can represent the share of a farm's land 
allocated to one crop versus another, and yi variables can represent yields per 
unit of land which are random because of weather and crop disease. This 
formulation has also been used to model general problems of technology choice 
in production (Stoneman, I98I). 

Now assume that the entrepeneur is risk averse with utility function U(.) 
defined on wealth W (U' > o, U" < o), where wealth is composed of initial 
wealth WO and current profits iT, W = WO + iT. Assuming full-capacity utilisation, 
the decision problem is thus 

max EU[Wo + 7T2 + Cl(7T1-2)] (I) 
0 ?cI11 
X1, X2>O 

With an internal solution (o < cl < I, xi > o), first-order conditions are 

a U= E[(7Tr-nf2) U'] = O, (2) 

aEU E 1T c U' = O, 

aEU = [7T2 (I- _C) U']o 4 

Following Newbery and Stiglitz (1979), consider a first-order Taylor series 
approximation of U' about expected wealth, W = WO, + 2 + Cl(l - 2)- 

U'(W) = U'+ [e2 + cl(el-e2)] U, (5) 

where U' and U" are U' and U" evaluated at expected wealth, respectively, and 
ei= 7Ti - Wi (i = I, 2).1 Further, let the measure of relative risk aversion be 
denoted by 0,(W) = - WU"(W)/U'(W) so that at mean wealth 

i,=Vt(W) = -WU"/U'. 

Then using (5) in (2)-(4), first-order conditions are approximated by 

I aEU 
m =~0 (~- W2) 

- 
~f[Cl V+wt2 (Pcaol 02)] = O, (6) 

1 Newbery and Stiglitz (I 979) used this technique to examine the welfare effects of price stabilisation 
under uncertainty. Their results show that some other aspects of supply response under uncertainty can 
be perverse. Namely, they show that supply response to stabilisation can be in either direction. 
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5I6 THE ECONOMIC JOURNAL [JUNE 

U ax w l c1) le2 all,) = o ( 

U aX2 =x2 (= ( -c1)[(I -cl) E e2A-j +clE = e, ( 

where v = o&2+ )2- 2p = var(nl - T2). Thus, the solution for c] can be 
written as 

C = 7T, - 2 + (/rW) (2(P1 - 2) 
- 

(f- T2) W+ R (9) 

where R = (w2((w2 -p)MO 
v 

In each case, the first-order conditions in (6)--(8) equate the marginal mean 
income effect (the first right-hand terms) to the marginal risk effect (the second 
right-hand terms) discounted to a certainty equivalent by multiplying by the 
Arrow-Pratt coefficient of absolute risk aversion (?f/W). The numerator of the 
capacity solution in (g) is the excess of the marginal expected profit [aE(n) /&1c = 
kt- 7T2 over the certainty equivalent of the marginal variance of profit at zero 
capacity [a var (IT) /acl = w2(w02 - p(1) at c] = o] where all margins are with respect 
to capacity allocation, cl. The resulting optimal capacity allocation is obtained by 
denominating this excess in terms of the certainty equivalent of the variance of 
marginal profit [v = var (anT/&c1)]. Alternatively, the optimal capacity allocation 
can be written as the sum of two ratios as on the right-hand side of (9). The first 
is the ratio of marginal expected profit to the certainty equivalent of the variance 
of marginal profit. The second is the ratio of the covariance of marginal profit 
with profit at zero capacity [w)2(02 - p1)) = cov (7T/aC1, 7T2)] to the variance of 
marginal profit. To this extent, the first ratio represents a marginal mean- 
variance trade-off while the second ratio is a correlation effect that is positive 
(negative) if correlation is low (high) [p < ( > ) 02/of] . In particular, the second 
term disappears when the second activity is deterministic. 

II. THE TWO-OUTPUT CASE OF ADDITIVE PRODUCTION 

RISK WITH DETERMINISTIC PRICE 

To illustrate a common case where the law of supply may fail, suppose production 
risk is additive, all prices are known at decision-making time, and variable inputs 
are risk neutral.' That is, let yi = yi(xi) + ei, where E(ei) = o and var (ei) = a-2, 
so that mean and variance of profit per unit of capacity in each activity are 

1 Input risk neutrality greatly simplifies the mathematical derivation of this paper. Note that most 
models with stochastic production assume input risk neutrality which is necessary for the existence of 
dual cost and production relationships independent of risk preferences. Nevertheless, comparing with 
the results of Just and Zilberman (1983), the same principles demonstrated here clearly govern the 
general case. 
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I986] THE LAW OF SUPPLY AND UNCERTAINTY 5I7 

r =Pi Yi- wix and &A = p2oj, respectively. Thus, the first-order conditions in 
(7) and (8) become 

i EU 
U' =C i(piy4l-Wi) =o (i= 1,2). 

Here the assumptions of input risk neutrality and additive production risk lead 
to the familiar condition that equates the value of marginal product of an input 
to its price. This leads to an independence of variable input decisions for the 
capacity allocation choice. 

Second-order conditions hold for this case assuming positive and decreasing 
expected marginal productivity (yj > o, < o) if and only if' 

D- 7 I (l 2 2) ]2> o (IO) 

where q is the elasticity of absolute risk aversion, 

11 = - [a(Vf/W)/J [W/( fi/W)], 
which is equal to i - where i is the elasticity of relative risk aversion, 

= (a94/aW) (W/ V). 

Note that y = o implies constant absolute risk aversion, y = I implies constant 
relative risk aversion, y > o implies decreasing absolute risk aversion, and y < i 

implies increasing relative risk aversion. The condition in (io) is assumed to 
hold throughout the remainder of this paper. 

Next, consider the behaviour of supply. Without loss of generality, consider 
only the supply of good I. Since production is uncertain, the law of supply is 
analysed in terms of the deterministic component of supply. This corresponds to 
the approach of empirical analysis where coefficients are estimated along 
expectatio-is of relationships describing supply. Note also that the same qualita- 
tive results are obtained if supply is analysed in terms of a given state of nature. 

Expected production of good i is 

qi = E(qj) = ci.i 

Thus, the response of expected supply is 

d~. dx. dc.I) 

dP dpi dp* 
The first right-hand term is a productivity effect, and the second term is a 
capacity effect. 

To sign (i I), first note from (7) and (8) that 

dxi y, g I2 > 0) ~~~~~(12) 
dpi P pffl p 4kfi 

I Note that (I/U') a2EU/lc = -D. Second-order conditions in addition to (io) are satisfied since 
IU') a2EU/ax2 = C2p, Yi' < o (i = I, 2); (i/U) a2EU/ac1ax O (i = I, 2); and (i/U') 2ELJ/ 

axlax2 = o. 
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518 THE ECONOMIC JOURNAL [JUNE 

so that the variable input effect in (i I) is positive reflecting decreasing marginal 
productivity. Note further from differentiating (9) totally and using (7) and (8) 
that 

dc1 = D ([ + WP?2(C2 c O ) ('3) dp1 D wwai 

Capacity response is, thus, a linear combination of the mean and standard 
deviation of production per unit of capacity since aoj/1pL = o1. The mean effect 
is composed of an own-mean effect, YI/D, which is constant with constant 
stochastic returns to scale reflecting that a higher price causes higher marginal 
revenue and, thus, greater response in capacity allocation. The remainder of the 
mean effect is a correction for declining absolute risk aversion which is positive 
since an increase in price increases profit, thus reducing absolute risk aversion 
and leading to a further tendency to expand cl. The first component of the second 
term, 2cVfP-w1/(DW), is an own-variance effect that reflects a tendency for 
capacity to respond negatively to price increases because of the associated 
increase in variance of profits. This tendency is directly proportional to risk 
aversion, output price, capacity allocated to the activity, and the standard 
deviation of production per unit of capacity. The remainder of the variance effect 
is a correlation effect that vanishes with perfect diversification (cl = C2= o05) 
and becomes large as capacity is allocated completely to one activity or the other. 
Higher correlation tends to make capacity more (less) responsive to price if the 
capacity allocated to the activity in question is high (low) and correlation is 
positive when overall capacity response is positive. 

The conflicting signs of terms in (I 3) suggest the peculiar possibility that 
capacity allocation may not respond positively to price. In point of fact, 
dc,l/dp, < o if 

> [W + 'ICI (WI - W2A Y1 ~~('4) 
[2c c,* +p02(c2 -cL)] ( /9p)'(I4) 

or 

p > (<W) E W C (Wr -r T2)I YL - 2 C,-1l(b/jPj) as c2> (<) c, (I5) 

or 

y- [2C1 Vtrw + PLw2 (C2 -cI)] (I w/bpl) (i 6) 
Cl Yl( 7 - W 

or 

Pi > 
2[, 

v 01( 21 
) 

L Z(bw,p/b ) (Ip7) 

These conditions show that, ceteris paribus, capacity response may be negative 
when risk aversion is sufficiently high, correlation is sufficiently high (positively 
or negatively), the elasticity of risk aversion is sufficiently low, or the price is 
sufficiently high. While the plausibility of these cases may not be clear at this 
point, an example below demonstrates their plausibility clearly. 
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I986] THE LAW OF SUPPLY AND UNCERTAINTY 519 

Next consider the overall expected supply response in (I I). Substituting (1 2) 

and (I3) into (II) obtains 

d WI 
;+Y7 I+ wt (WLIP222)1/J[2Cp1 -P02(C2 1C,) 

( ) 

The first right-hand term of (i8) represents the effect of declining marginal 
productivity, which tends to make the supply curve have positive slope, even 
though capacity response may be negative. Nevertheless, the first term may not 
override the second term so that supply response could be negative when one of 
the conditions in (I4)-(17) holds. For example, the first term vanishes as either 
the marginal productivity or price of the variable input tends to zero. Moreover, 
the first term vanishes as output price gets high, which is one of the conditions 
that tends to make capacity response negative [see (I5)]. Thus, cases with 
negative supply elasticity seem to be reasonable. 

III. THE GENERAL TWO-OUTPUT CASE OF 

PRICE AND PRODUCTION RISK 

This section considers a general stochastic specification that allows for both price 
and production risk where both can be of either additive or multiplicative form. 
To allow this generalisation without unduly complicating the mathematical 
presentation, the production model is simplified to the case of Leontief technol- 
ogy. As noted above, many agricultural problems fit the framework of this paper. 
For the deterministic component of such problems, fixed-proportions production 
functions are often employed (in which case production is not responsive to xi) 
so that supply response is reflected simply by the choice of cl. See, for example, the 
many programming models that have been used to represent agricultural pro- 
duction (such as Hazell, 1971) or the stochastic theoretical models of technology 
choice (Feder, I980). Furthermore, for the special case of the previous section, 
the law of supply fails only if capacity response is negative and then only if the 
capacity effect overrides the productivity effect in (rII). From the standpoint of 
qualitative theoretical analysis, a negative capacity effect clearly overrides the 
productivity effect only if the productivity effect is insignificant (4 -> o, w1 -> o 
or pl/w1 .?oo). Thus, the approach of this section may be viewed as simplifying 
the model from the outset by employing one of these assumptions. 

Suppose both price and production are risky with both additive and multipli- 
cative random components. For example, suppose 

pL = AL eP + ep E(ep) = I, E(ep) = o, 

y1 =YLey+eC, E(ey) = I, E(ey) = o, 

where ep, e., ep, and ey are all pairwise independent random variables with 
respective variances, ep, 4, y, and 4y. Then, 

WIL = ilYl - WI xi) ( I9) 
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In this context, the decision problem can continue to be represented as in (i) 
except the xi variables are no longer choice variables. Thus, the first-order 
condition is given by (2) and is approximated by (6) with the corresponding 
solution in (9). 

To examine supply in this case, let supply be defined by the relationship of 
expected output to expected price since price is now also uncertain at production- 
planning time. Because the xi variables are no longer decision variables, (i I) 
becomes 

dqi _ dc. 
dA i dci 

Thus, supply response is determined by the response of capacity allocation. Also, 
capacity allocation response continues to follow (I 3) (with p1 replaced by 91) 
since bai1/@flr = Y, from (i 9). Furthermore, from (20), 

I = 2f1 [y2(8Ve + 8p + &v) + t (8p+ I)] 

Since sign (boj/bfar) = sign (abw/j21), one finds that aj,/blfi, > o if pe > o or 

i6y > o or 6y, > o. On the other hand, aoj1l/afi = o if 6p > o and pe = 8ey = 8y = o. 
Thus, the intuition surrounding (I 3) carries through; and the conditions for 
negative response in (I4)-(i6) follow if multiplicative price risk or any pro- 
duction risk exists. Only if all risk arises from additive price disturbances do the 
second term in (I3) and the corresponding possibility of negative supply response 
vanish. In other words, negatively sloped supply can occur if and only if an 
increase in average price increases the overall variance of returns per unit of 
capacity. 

IV. THE LAW OF SUPPLY FOR A TWO-TECHNOLOGY FIRM 

Consider next the case where both of the firm's production activities produce the 
same product so that the quantity supplied by the firm is the sum of outputs from 
allocating capacity between two technologies. For this purpose, let h1 = .P2 = P 
represent the common expected output price. Then expected production is 

q = E(q1 + q2) = ClYl + C2Y2, 

and expected supply response, again simplifying to the case of Leontief tech- 
nology, is 

!L = 
2 dc (21) 

To further simplify this case, suppose that any price risk is multiplicative so that 
p1 = fiep, E(ep) = I, while y-, =y1e. + e,, E(e,) = I, E(e,) = o and other 
assumptions follow Section III. Then, the result in (g) becomes 

Cl=- j;2V + V*2 P1) (22) 
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I986] THE LAW OF UNCERTAINTY AND SUPPLY 52I 

where V* = G ?24-2 2P51 C2 and &q = var 
(e2,yi) 

(i = I, 2). Thus, 65,, v*, and 
the entire correlation term is independent of expected price. Therefore, 

ddc,=.- 
I 

(Y%-y,) +2(WjX,-W2X2)+ 
2 2) (23) 

The last right-hand term in brackets provides a correction for declining absolute 
risk aversion. The remaining terms reflect the relative importance of price 
changes on different components of the first right-hand term of the expression 
for c, in (22). The price appears in second order in the variance component in 
the denominator, in first order in the revenue component of the numerator, and 
does not appear in the cost component of the numerator. Therefore, an increase 
sn price reduces the revenue/variance ratio, [P(i,-y2)y/(j2v*), but reduces the 
cost/variance ratio, (w2x2 - w,x,)/(fi2v*), by an additional order of magnitude. 
Thus, the variance effect of an increase in price tends to be of overriding 
importance. The revenue/variance effect is negative if the other activity is less 
productive (produces less mean output per unit of capacity). Similarly, the 
cost/variance effect is negative if the other activity entails higher costs (higher 
variable costs per unit of capacity). Although the declining risk aversion cor- 
rection is always positive, it can very possibly be overridden since o < v < I and 
the remainder of the term can be small. 

To examine supply response for this case, substitute (23) into (2I) and note 
that dc2/df =-dcl/df to obtain 

df = -Y2) -dc, (24) 

Thus, supply response is negative if productionl functions follow fixed proportions, 
absolute risk aversion is constant ( = o), and the difference in variable costs 
per unit of capacity is less than half the difference of mean gross returns per unit 
of capacity. Since this case is reasonable, particularly in the context of agricul- 
tural problems which often assume fixed proportions production, the results show 
clearly that the law of supply need not held. Furthermore, the assumption of 
constant absolute risk aversion can be easily relaxed in-this example when wealth 
is large relative to expected gross returns (since v < I with non-decreasing 
relative risk aversion). 

V. AN EXAMPLE 

An example can further serve to show that cases which violate the law of supply 
do not require unreasonably extreme values of parameters. Consider the widely 
referenced data on rice risk in the Philippines reported by Roumasset (1976, 
pp. 54 and 55). He reports means and standard deviations of yields, variable 
costs per unit of land, and output price for production under four technologies. 
Here we present the comparison of only the two highest-yielding techniques to 
avoid unnecessary generalisations of the model.' The two technologies have 
mean yields of 8o and go cavans per hectare with respective standard deviations 
of 3o and 35 and respective variable costs per hectare of P4 Io and P49o. The price 

1 Similar results were obtained for about half of all the possible pairwise comparisons. 
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of output in each case is Pi6 per cavan. Since Roumasset (I976) did not report 
a correlation of yields, the calculations here consider correlations ranging from 
- o8 to o08. Roumasset (I976) also did not estimate risk aversion. Here, we 
consider a variety of cases under both constant absolute and constant relative risk 
aversion and where the two technologies generate different crops or the same crop. 

Consider first the case with constant absolute risk aversion, y = o, where each 
technology produces a different crop. For each level of absolute risk aversion 
(5S = - U"/U') from O-OOI to o-oio, Table i reports the corresponding capacity 
decision c, from (9), the associated supply elasticity, 

V = dctpj = dqjp, 
dp1 C1 dp I 

where dc1/dpl follows (13), and the measure of partial risk aversion, 

a= -M-= MO, 

where M is the certainty equivalent of profit. Binswanger (1 980, I 98 I) has found 
empirically that the measure of partial risk aversion varies from o I to I O among 
farmers as risk aversion varies from slight to extreme. This measure is reported 
here to verify the plausibility of risk-aversion levels where the law of supply fails. 
As one can see, none of the partial risk-aversion measures in Table i is outside 
the o* i to IO range; in fact, cases with negative supply elasticity are obtained 
with partial risk aversion as low as o-6 in the case with constant absolute risk 
aversion (, = o). Moreover, the negative supply elasticities can get quite large, 
e.g. -o-64 for b = 0007 andp = o08. 

Next, consider the case with constant relative risk aversion (y = I). In this 
case, following the arguments of Arrow (I971), relative risk aversion is assumed 
to be unity (Vf = i). With levels of wealth from Pioo to PI,OOO, as indicated in 
Table I, this corresponds to levels of absolute risk aversion from o-ooi to o-oIo 
since 55 = jr/W. Following (13), the elasticity of supply with v = I is somewhat 
lower than with v = o for each case in Table i since 1 - 7T= -8o < o. In this 
case, negative supply response occurs at lower levels of absolute risk aversion and 
at higher levels of wealth than with constant absolute risk aversion. Also, the 
negative elasticities reach as high as - 1.75. 

Now consider the case where both technologies produce crops that enter the 
same market. In this case, the values ofcl and 6 reported in Table i still correspond 
to the same value of 0, j1, and W. However, the elasticities must be calculated 
according to (I3) and (24), 

=1 _ 
W= (Y1Y2) (25) 

For the case of constant absolute risk aversion, this obtains the peculiar result 
that v = o for all the cases in Table I. This occurs because the Roumasset (I 976) 
data just happen to satisfy 

(4Y2-Y1) + 2(W1X1-W2X2) = ?, 

so, from (23), dcl/dfi = o if v = o. This circumstance also implies, however, that 
the supply elasticity is negative for any rice price greater than Pi6 while it is 
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positive for any price less than Pi6. Thus, whether negative supply elasticity 
occurs does not depend on the level of absolute risk aversion. 

Turning to the case of constant relative risk aversion where both technologies 
produce crops for the same market, the results are similar. The use of v = I 
instead ofv = o in (23) and (25) only modifies the supply elasticity by a maximum 
of 0o000007 from the zero levels under constant absolute risk aversion. Thus, 
negative supply elasticity occurs for all prices only slightly higher than the Pi6 
reported by Roumasset (1976). 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper shows that any price increase which inherently results in increased 
variability of returns can cause negative supply response. In particular, this 
occurs with multiplicative price risk and either additive or multiplicative 
production risk. Because either multiplicative price risk or production risk can 
cause this problem, eliminating one or the other through providing alternative 
institutions or contingency markets cannot eliminate the problem. For example, 
providing an unibased futures market would only reduce the price risk, whereas 
yield risk can cause negative supply response. Similarly, providing production 
insurance, such as agricultural crop insurance against yield loss, cannot elimi- 
nate the problem if multiplicative price risk persists. Only elimination of all 
revenue risk other than additive price risk can assure positive supply response. 
Empirical examples in both cases show these conditions are plausible even in 
cases with moderate levels of risk aversion. Perhaps econometricians have been 
too quick to discard empirical results with 'wrong signs' in estimated supply 
equations! 

University of Maryland, University of California, Berkeley 
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